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Bodmin Town Centre Health Check Update: March 2012 
 

 
Part 1: The Context 

 
1. Introduction 
 

This update summarises the findings of the Health Check Retail Survey 
undertaken for Bodmin during March 2012. The main output of this survey 

is to update the findings of the Cornwall Retail Study (2010). 
 
Cornwall Council commissioned consultants G V A Grimley to undertake   

the first Cornwall wide retail study in April 2009.  The consultants received 
instruction in October 2009 and the final report: The Cornwall Retail Study 

was published in November 2010. 
 
The main objectives of the Retail Study included: 

• An assessment of the current health of the town centres of 
Cornwell  

• Retail modelling of the main town to inform on understanding 
the current retail hierarchy; 

• An assessment of the future needs and capacity for additional 
retail floorspace in Cornwall’s town centres using both 
quantitative and qualitative needs analysis based on shopping 

and expenditure patterns and expressed in terms of projected 
convenience and comparison retail floorspace requirements; 

• A review of the main potential retail development opportunities 
to assess how this can be accommodated within the town 
centres. 

 
 

2. Methodology 
 
Prior to the unitary authority, the former district authorities undertook 

town centre retail surveys to varying degrees, some frequently, some 
infrequently and others not at all.  A challenge for Cornwall Council was to 

set up a new methodology for acquiring this data for the 17 town centres 
identified in the SoS draft Core Strategy.  Town centre areas covered by 
this report follows that identified as the GOAD ‘Retail Centre’ for health 

check monitoring and the former Local Plan town centre designations for 
centres not covered by GOAD.  These areas have been adopted to update 

annual results collated since March 2010.  Future surveys will report on 
new town centre areas which have been brought forward through 
consultation and adopted in the Local Plan. Each town centre will be 

surveyed in March of each year where changes to use class and GOAD 
health check category will be recorded and assessed against previous 

performance (annual change) and the Cornwall average (the median 
average shared between all the town centres in Cornwall annually 
adjusted). 

 
The health check indicators included in this Health Check Monitor focus on 

those qualitative indicators which are traditionally attainable through the 
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planning process and from retail surveys. The proposed indicators 
comprise of the following qualitative indicators: 

 
• HCA: The amount and type of town centre uses by Use Class in 

town centre areas; 
• HC1: Diversity of main town centre uses (by GOAD category) by 
number and type; 

• HC2: The amount of retail, leisure and office floorspace in town 
centre and  edge-of-centre & out-of centre locations; 

• HC3: Potential capacity for growth 
• HC4: Land values and length of time sites have remained; 
undeveloped; 

• HC5: Proportion of vacant street level property and length of 
time vacant; 

• HC6: Retailer representations and requirements;  
• HC7: Pedestrian flows. 
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Part 2: The Analysis 
 

 
HCA: The amount and type of town centre uses by Use Class in 

town centre areas; 
 
The primary purpose of this indicator is to monitor the amount and type of 

retail usage in town centre areas to inform on emerging Local Plan policies 
relating to specifically protecting the amount of A1 retail in Primary 

Shopping Areas and Primary Shopping Frontages in accordance with 
Paragraph 23 of the NPPF. 
 

The Draft Submission Cornwall local Plan has identified Town Centre 
Areas, Primary Shopping Areas and Primary Shopping Frontages. After 

consultation these areas will be modified and adopted in the Local Plan. 
 
 

Composition by Town Centre Uses 
Street A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 B1a D1 D2 Vacant Other Total 

St Nicholas 

Street 

2        2  4 

Mount Folly 2 4    2 2 1 2  13 

Turf Street 3 2 1  1  1  1 2 11 

Church Square           0 

Honey Street 11  2 1 2    1  17 

Crockwell 
Street 

1 1  1 1      4 

The Piazza 4  1        5 

Fore Street 39 18 3 2 2  4 1 8 2 79 

Market House 
Arcade 

10  1        11 

Chapel Lane       1    1 

Market Street         2  2 

Town Arms 
Passage 

1        1  2 

Bell Lane 2    1 1    1 5 

Bree Shute 
Court 

1 1    1     3 

Bree Shute 
Lane 

      1    1 

Bell Yard 3          3 

Town Arms 
Yard 

 1    1     2 

Hamley Court 1 1    1     3 

Dennison Road 1    1     1 3 

Pool Street  2         2 

Total 81 30 8 4 8 6 9 2 17 6 171 

Percentage 47.4 17.5 4.6 2.3 4.6 3.6 5.3 1.2 9.9 3.6 100 

 
Analysis: 171 units identified within Bodmin town centre which comprise of: A1: 

81 units or 47.4%; A2: 30 units or 17.5%; A3: 8 units or 4.6%; A4: 4 units or 

2.3%; A5: 8 units or 4.6%; B1a: 6 units or 3.6%; D1: 9 units or 5.3%; D2: 2 

units or 1.2%; Vacant: 17 units or 9.9%; Other: 6 units or 3.6%. 
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Composition by Health Check Categories 
Street Convenience Comparison Service Vacant Miscellaneous Total 

St Nicholas 
Street 

  1 2 1 4 

Mount Folly 1 1 5 2 1 10 

Turf Street  3 6 1  10 

Church 
Square 

     0 

Honey Street  10 6 1  17 

Crockwell 
Street 

 1 3   4 

The Piazza   5   5 

Fore Street 7 27 33 8 1 76 

Market House 
Arcade 

1 7 3   11 

Chapel Lane      0 

Market Street    2  2 

Town Arms 
Passage 

 1  1  2 

Bell Lane  2 3   5 

Bree Shute 
Court 

  3   3 

Bree Shute 
Lane 

     0 

Bell Yard 1 2    3 

Town Arms 
Yard 

  2   2 

Hamley Court  1 2   3 

Dennison 
Road 

 1 3   4 

Pool Street   2   2 

Total 10 56 77 17 3 163 

Percentage 6.3 34.36 47.23 10.43 1.85 100 

 
Analysis: There were a total of 163 units counted in the GOAD Retail Area or 10 

less then the 173 units counted in the previous GOAD Category Report. 10 units 

have been lost to other uses including 2 units to place of worship, 1 to other 

community facility and 7 to residential.  Of the 163 units: Convenience: 10 units 

or 6.3%; Comparison: 56 units or 34.36%; Service: 77  units or 47.73%; 

Vacant: 17 units or 10.43%; Miscellaneous uses: 3 units or 1.85%. 

 
 
 

HC1: Diversity of Main Town Centre Uses 
 

This section identifies trends and changes between the GOAD town centre 
health categories, where ‘health’ is a measure of town centre vitality and 
viability (mix and diversity); the current patterns of usage within them; 

and a review of provision identifying gaps in the supply and consequent 
opportunities to enhance the centre.  Five categories of retail type are 

used in the Cornwall Retail Study, based on the categories defined in 
GOAD Summary Reports, the standard method employed for most Health 
Check monitoring.  These types are described below alongside 

corresponding Use Class categories: 
 

• Convenience Retail – A1 shops which are visited for daily needs 
including grocery food shopping, general stores, supermarkets, 
green grocers, bakers, butchers etc… and other daily needs such 

as newspapers and cigarettes as provided by newsagents; 
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• Comparison Retail – A1 shops which are visited only occasionally 
for higher order goods which people often compare prices for 

from different retailers.  These include shops selling electrical 
goods, books, clothing, and furniture etc.. 

• Services – a more diverse category which comprises: Retail 
Services, including A1 hairdressers, beauty salons etc.; Leisure 
Services consisting of A3 restaurants, A4 drinking 

establishments, A5 take-aways, and D2 leisure facilities (gyms, 
fitness clubs etc.); Financial and Business Services includes A2 

Professional Services (estate agents, accountants etc..), B1a 
offices (solicitors etc.) and D1 public services (such as galleries, 
museums etc); and Transport Services (which include sui 

generis taxi offices, rail/bus ticket offices etc); 
• Vacant ground floor units; 

• Miscellaneous - ‘other retail outlets’ (GOAD) and Post Offices 
and Employment Agencies (Grimley) which are discounted from 
GOAD retail services and financial and business services 

categories. 
 

A Health Check has to be monitored against a benchmark or target.  As 
floorspace data is not available for some of the town centres in Cornwall, 

this health check will monitor the ‘diversity mix’ of each centre by number 
of units under the ‘health balance’ categories: Convenience, Comparison, 
Service, Vacant and Miscellaneous.  The benchmark used to measure the 

performance of each town centre is through the Cornwall average % as 
identified through annually averaging the performance of each category 

across all of the town centres in |Cornwall. 
 
Diversity of main town centre uses  

2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 Sector 

No % No % No % 

Cornwall 
Average 
2010/11 

Cornwall 
Average 
2011/12 

Convenience 13 8.90 10 5.78 10 6.13 8.37 8.10 

Comparison 69 47.26 57 32.95 56 34.36 39.85 40.55 

Service 45 30.82 71 41.04 77 47.23 40.02 41.09 

Vacant 18 12.33 34 19.65 17 10.43 11.02 9.12 

Miscellaneous 1 0.68 1 0.58 3 1.85 0.69 1.14 

Total 146 100 173 100 163 100 100 100 

Sources: G V A Grimley 2009/10, GOAD 2010/11 & CC Update 2011/12 

 
Analysis: Change to centre diversity in the period 2010/11 to 2011/12: 

Convenience: The number of Convenience units remained the same at 10 units 

although their share of centre capacity rose slightly from 5.78% to 6.13%. This 

represents an increase  of 0.35% but remains below the 2011/12 Cornwall 

average by 1.97%; Comparison: Comparison uses decreased by 1 unit but its 

share of centre capacity increased by 1.41% from 32.95% to 34.36%, leaving the 

sector below the 2011/12 Cornwall average by 6.19%. Service: The service 

sector increased quite significantly by 6 units increasing centre capacity share by 

6.19% form 41.04% to 47.23%. Vacant: The number of vacant premises 

dropped significantly by 17 units from 34 to 17. This represents an outstanding 

50% take up of previously vacant units.  Centre capacity for vacant units 

consequently fell 9.22% from 19.65% to 10.43% only marginally above the 

Cornwall average. Miscellaneous: Miscellaneous uses have increased from 1 unit 

to 3 units increasing capacity by 1.27% from 0.58% to 1.85%, 0.71% above the 

Cornwall average. 
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HC2: The amount of retail, leisure and office floorspace in town 
centre and edge-of-centre & out-of centre locations 

 
This section provides an update of town centre uses completed between 

April 2011 and March 2012 in town centre and the edge of centre & out of 
centre locations for the 17 settlements with town centres identified in the 
Core Strategy. It is important to monitor this indicator in order to gauge 

how the changes occurring within a centre and in its periphery can affect 
the health of the centre. 

 
Bodmin Town Area 
Area Description A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 B1a D1 D2 SG 

Town Centre Area 

Gross gain 14.7 143.39 - - - - - - 16.69 

Gross loss 311.79 - - 44.26 - - - - - 

Bodmin 

Net gain -297.09 143.39 - -
44.26 

- - - - 16.69 

Edge-Out of Centre Area 

Gross gain - - 115 116 - 180 200 - - 

Gross loss 619.1 - - - - - 135 - - 

Bodmin 

Net gain -619.1 - 115 116 - 180 65 - - 

 
Analysis: A gross supply of 785.78 sqm of town centre uses floorspace were 

delivered in Bodmin during 2011-2012 of which 174.78sqm or 22.2% were 

delivered in the centre compared with 611sqm or 77.8% delivered in the 

periphery of the town.  Bodmin markedly under performed in attaining the annual 

average for town centre delivery of gross town centre uses floorspace by 19.8% 

which for 2011-12 is 42%. 

 
 

 
HC3: Potential capacity for growth 
 

The ability of a town centre to grow in terms of regeneration, 
consolidation or expansion is imperative in maintaining the health and 

diversity of uses in a centre. This flexibility can be achieved by identifying 
potential areas of growth brought forward from applications, previous 
Local plan proposals, town framework planning and proposals emerging 

from convergence SIF projects.  The National Planning Policy Framework 
emphasises the need for local authorities to maintain a supply of suitable 

sites to cater for the needs of town centre expansion to: 
 

allocate a range of suitable sites to meet the scale and type of 

retail, leisure, commercial, office, tourism, cultural, community 
and residential development needed in town centres. It is 

important that needs for retail, leisure, office and other main town 
centre uses are met in full and are not compromised by limited 
site availability. Local planning authorities should therefore 

undertake an assessment of the need to expand town centres to 
ensure a sufficient supply of suitable site.    

       (NPPF Policy 23) 
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Review of Potential Retail Study sites 
Centre/Number Site Address Sequential NLP Comment/progress Status/Progress 

Bodmin 3 Land at Fore Street Edge-of-
centre 

Preferred option  Dev Brief adopted 

Bodmin 4 Land at Dennison 
Rd 

Edge-of-
centre 

Potential 2nd phase of site 
3 

n/a 

Source: Cornwall Retail Study 2010 

 
 
Capacity for growth 
Analysis:   

(i)Two sites were identified in the Retail Study as offering the potential to deliver 

retail provision: 

• Land between Denison Road and Fore Street consists of a car park, 

surgery and rear servicing area in an edge of centre location giving an 

opportunity to extend the core retail area.  This is the study’s preferred 

option but feasibility depends on the relocation of existing uses; 

• Land between Denison Road and Sainsbury Store is an edge of centre site 

consisting of superstore, car park, surgery and residential.  The Study 

sees this opportunity as the natural second phase of the former 

opportunity.  Relocation of existing uses will be an issue. 

(ii) Two additional sites were identified through Cornwall Council Survey: 

• Vacant plot at 76-78 Fore Street Bodmin – undeveloped site in town 

centre location with frontage opportunity of 15 metres with potential site 

area of 2,380 sqm; 

• Cockswell House, Market Street – vacant Government office building 

located on edge of centre site; potential redevelopment site affording 

approximately 1,200 sqm area. 

   

 
 
HC4: Land values and length of time sites have remained; 

undeveloped 
 

The length of time undeveloped land has remained vacant and its land 
value indicate the attractiveness of a centre in terms of developer and 
investor interest. This indicator is updated annually with a schedule of 

unimplemented planning permissions, Local Plan allocations and other 
significant proposals, checked alongside retail survey of uses. 

 
The table below outlines the potential net gains by use class by town 
centre catchment, the amounts are calculated as three or more years old. 

 
Undeveloped and outstanding applications 
Reference Site Address Floorspace gain Sequential Status Length of 

time (years) 

E1/2007/02413 35 Fore Street 161.3sqm A2 Town centre Under 
construction 

5 

E1/2007/02413 35 Fore Street 324.4sqm A1 Town centre Under 
construction 

5 

PA10/08708 Stable Art Mount Folly 79.1 A1 Town centre Under 
construction 

2 

PA11/04857 20 Crockwell Street 28sqm A2 Town centre Not started 1 

PA12/00159 19 Fore Street 77sqm A2 Town centre Not started 0 

Source: Cornwall Council Town Centre Monitor 
 
Analysis: The following outstanding floorspace proposals delivering net gains 
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were detected in the town centre as at March 2012 - A1 Uses: 403.5sqm all of 

which were under construction with 324sqm 5 year extant and 79.1sqm at 2 

years extant; A2 uses: 266.2sqm of which 161.3sqm were under construction 

and 5 years extant, 28sqm at 1 years extant and 77sqm under a year’s extant.  

 

 
 

HC5: Proportion of vacant street level property and length of time 
vacant 
 

The proportion of vacant street level properties in a town centre is the 
most demonstrative indicator of reflecting the current health and 

performance of a town centre.  The length of time a premises has 
remained vacant is difficult to track historically, so this element will be 
measured from the first surveys undertaken in March 2012. 

 
Town Centre Vacancy Levels – 2011-12 
Town centre All Units Vacant Units 

2010-11 

Vacant Units 

2011-12 

% Vacant 

2011-12 

Net change 

Bodmin 163 34 17 10.43 -17 

Source: Town Centre Health ChecK 
 
Analysis: In the past year there has been a reduction in the number of vacant 

units by 17 from 34 units in 2010-11 to 17 units during 2011-2012.  The 

proportion of vacant street level properties is now 10.43% of the total number of 

units in the centre. This is higher than the Cornwall average of 9.12% but 

significantly lower than the national average of 13.67%. 

 

 
 
HC6: Retailer Representation 

 
This section assesses the presence of national retail multiples in the town 

centre area. This gives a good indication of how the centre is performing 
in relation to attracting national retail outlets and it’s current performance 
in the retail hierarchy. 

 
GOAD define major retail national multiples as being part of a network of 

nine or more outlets, identifying the following 30 multiples whose 
presence in a town centre is recognised as enhancing the retail 
attractiveness to local consumers.  In future surveys Cornwall Council will 

identify a more Cornwall specific measure to define national multiples and 
independent outlets which will have greater significance in identifying local 

trends in the high street composition. 
 
Major Multiple Retailer Present 
Department 
Stores 

Mixed Goods 
Retailers 

Clothing Other Retailers 

BHS  Argos  Burton  Carphone Warehouse  

Debenhams  Boots the 
Chemist 

2 Dorothy 
Perkins 

1 Clarks 1 

House of 
Fraser 

 T K Maxx  H & M  Clintons  

John Lewis  W H Smith 1 New Look  H M V  

Marks &  Wilkinson  Next  O2  
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Department 
Stores 

Mixed Goods 
Retailers 

Clothing Other Retailers 

Spencer 

Supermarkets Primark  Superdrug 1 

Sainsbury  River Island  Phones 4 U  

Tesco  Topman  Vodafone  

 

Waitrose  Topshop  Waterstones  

 
Analysis: The number of major multiple retailers within Bodmin retail centre 

remains unchanged in the past year and includes 6 units as shown in the table 

above. Bodmin currently ranks seventh in Cornwall’s retail hierarchy based on 

major national retail representation, below Camborne with 9 representations but 

above Helston with 5 representations. 

 

 
 

HC7: Pedestrian flows 
 
Pedestrian flows are a useful indicator of movement density within town 

centres, affording relevant information for determining or reviewing 
primary and secondary frontages and identifying changes in pedestrian 

accessibility.  The authority Highways department undertake pedestrian 
flow counts annually at strategic points in ten of Cornwall’s town centres 

as part of the evidence base to inform on the Local Transport Plan.  These 
counts are undertaken during May or late April on the same day of the 
week (not weekends) each year to negate changes in flow which could 

otherwise be accredited to different week days.  These counts are 
undertaken over a 12 hour period and should therefore be considered as 

indicative only with the caveat that they are a snapshot in time and prone 
to mitigating conditions which could affect a single one off count (such as 
adverse weather conditions or temporary traffic or pedestrian measures 

etc…) The figures for this year were taken in May 2011. 
 

Pedestrian flows 2001-2011 
Centre 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

Bodmin 
Lower Bore 
Street 

6268 6472 7154 7236 6347 8387 7780 6393 4811 6565 6248 

Source: Cornwall Council Highways 
 
Analysis: In the last eleven years in can be determined that the highest 

pedestrian count in Bodmin was in 2006 with 8,387, this compares to the lowest 

count in 2009 of 4,811 or an overall drop of 3,576.  Since 2009 the footfall has 

increased to 6,248 in 2011. 

 


